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Every January the world begins anew and we all hope for a better year than the previous one. Sometimes
that works out and sometimes we fall short of expectations, and resolutions.
The oil and gas industry enters the new year with a feeling of optimism. It seems that the worst of the
“depression” is behind us and expectations of a much stronger commodity price point abound. However,
we must be careful with our projections as the economic fundamentals have not necessarily changed.
OPEC has announced production cutbacks, thus supporting a higher oil price. Perhaps this will be the
case. However, there forces at work against this process. i
Twelve months from now we will all know whether the trading range for this commodity met expectations
or not. Regardless, executives must still drive their business.
The Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) is defined as the proportional or weighted calculation of
the firm’s total source of capital—debt and equity. ii In order to add value to shareholders, firms must
generate greater returns than the WACC. This is different from accounting profit or those reported on
the quarterly Income Statements. iii
A recent (based on 2014 data) industry wide benchmark indicated that most oil and gas operators did not
generate a positive return on their Cost of Capital during the so called boom times.iv One hypothesis is
that if the returns were negative during those very good times, it is likely that they will not be positive this
year either.
Renewed optimism must be enabled with new approaches to the business. In this blog, we have reported
the role of technologies driving costs down and generating economic profit at much lower break even
points.
It is important that organizations not let their guard down if the market remains stronger. The natural
tendency to “get back to normal” should be resisted because the old normal was not that good either.
With a focus on Operational Excellence, firms can unlock trapped value in their Balance Sheets. v It follows
that strengthening the Balance Sheet and thus increasing retained earnings (component of equity value),
WACC is driven lower. vi
Most of us are optimistic by nature and this time of year we look forward to the New Year. Temper that
natural tendency with changes to your business model that will enable your firm to capture economic
value going forward.
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